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Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 
Wessex Cat Club 5th March 2011 

 
Many thanks to Elaine and Lisa and the Wessex Committee for inviting me to judge at this year’s 
Wessex.  I had a lovely day in the company of Kate Ford who takes great care of the cats in our 
charge.  Thank you Kate I hope you will steward again for me. 
 
Usual Abyssinian Neuter 
 
1ST PC & BOB SCOTT’S SILVERSMOKE ECKSTINE (23) MN 22.4.10  A lovely Aby MN  of only just 
over 10 months.  Very good size and weight and a certain amount of maturity.  Super temperament.  
Large, pricked ears with tufts, very alert looking.  Moderate wedge head with gentle contours and 
rounded muzzle.  Rounded almond eyes with a slight oriental slant of amber colour.   Slight nose 
break.  Level bite and fair chin. Short close lying coat of quite good texture, not too soft.  Very good 
ruddy orange undercoat and black ticking.  Good facial pigmentation lines.  Darker line of  ticking 
from the head, down the spine to a black tail tip.  Quite good colour to hocks.  A lithe, muscular boy 
with slender legs and neat oval feet.  Very long tapered tail which has the desired thickness to the 
base.  Broken necklet.  Chin, lips and nostrils creamy white.    Just a few slight inner leg bars at the 
moment – otherwise a lovely exhibit who went on to win Best Foreign – congratulations. 
 
Ocicat Classic Neuter Assessment 
 
MERIT  WHITING’S THICKTHORN LEONARD (73 41) MN 25.11.09  A very friendly boy.  Large, 
strong Ocicat who has large alert ears with tufts, wide at the base – held just a fraction high.  
Modified wedge head which is longer than wide.  Clear curve from the muzzle to cheeks. Muzzle just 
a little more rounded than square looking.  Slight whisker pinch.  Full almond shaped eyes.  Solid, 
substantial body which is well muscled and – nice athletic look to him.  Deep chest.  Long tail, with a 
slight taper and which is broad at the base.  Short, satiny coat which is close lying and sleek with a 
very good sheen.  Dark brown pattern on a tawny agouti ground.  Tabby “M” on forehead, lines 
across top of the head.  Three necklets, some broken.  Fairly clear butterfly.  Definite lines down the 
spine.  Oysters on both sides.  Ringed tail, leg bars, spots on tummy, tiny smudges on toes.  On the 
whole a distinct pattern conforming to the SOPs. 
 
Miscellaneous Classes 
 
AV Foreign Adult (a) 
 
1st LOCHER’S CH. BIKILA KYANJAI (34) M 5.11.08 A large very muscular Korat boy with  strong 
voice today.  Large ears which are set high with good width between them.  Large, flat forehead.  
Nose break and slight downward curve.  Quite large eyes of good green colour.  Well developed 
muzzle. Level bite and good chin.   Short, close lying coat which is well tipped with silver.  Tapered 
tail.  Some slight tail rings. 
 
2nd CURTIS’ CH. DENILLANNE ELECXA (16a) F 5.4.04  An attractive Russian girl – likes her food.  
She has a wonderfully thick dense double coat which is almost sound too.  Fair sized well set ears.   
Short wedge with very good whisker pads.  Level bite.  Flat skull and quite good angle.  Short nose 
with a slight slope (ie not overly straight).  Excellent bright grass green eyes, perhaps a fraction deep 
set but not detracting.  Tail tapering, tending to look a little short against a well filled torso and very 
thick coat!  A very gentle nature.   
 
3RD LUXFORD-WATTS DU-BU ADONIS (33 75k) M 9.4.08 
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AV Foreign Adult (b) 
 
1ST BULL’S IGR CH ADCINSH SOLITAIRES WISH (76b30) M 11.1.05  A Blue-eyed Snow Spotted 
Bengal with a lovely expression and such a gentle nature.  Short, dense luxurious coat with very clear 
random spotting including tiny paw spots.  Pearly glow to feet.  Moderately sized well set ears.   
Good broad wedge head, pronounced whisker pads.  Large oval blue eyes.  Long tapered tail which is 
well ringed.  Necklets and clear facial lines.  Handles like a dream! 
 
2nd SANDERSON’S CH. JINNOMNI DRASNIAN SAKURA (77) F 19.9.06 Mature Singapura female 
who was very friendly and loved rubbing her face on anything and everything!  Dainty girl, well filled 
body.  Lovely short, fine close lying coat with a silky feel to it.  Slightly rounded skull, whisker break.  
Quite large ears which are wide at the base but not quite wider than parallel.  Short nose, some 
stop.  Largish green eyes more than an eye width between.  Eye liner.  Dainty legs and paws.  Lighter 
colour to lower body and tummy.  Clear sepia toned ticking on  an ivory base.  Thumbprints on back 
of ears. 
 
3rd CAUNTER’S GR. CH. THICKTHORN BAYLAUREL (73a) F 22.4.06 
 
Russian and Korat/Thai Breeders Adult 
 
1st YOUNG’S GR. CH. SIYKAT SHADOW DANCE (16a) F 17.12.00  Russian female with lovely 
Russian type and looking very good for her 10 years.  Flat skull, angle and short nose with a slight 
slope.  Well set eyes of good green even at 10 yrs.  Mid to light blue coat, sound and of quite good 
density.  Long, tapered tail.  A few grumbles but didn’t really  mean it. 
 
2nd LOCHER’S CH. BIKILA KYANJAI (34) M 5.11.08 
 
3RD PEARCE’S ADVISH NADIARIMSKY (16a) F 2.8.06 
 
Russian and Korat/Thai Non Breeders Adult 
 
1ST BROWN’S TROIKA TARAS BULBA (16a) M 17.5.10  A Russian Blue male only just adult.  A 
really friendly boy who just lay on the trolley!  He has a really thick dense coat which is absolutely 
sound, short and plushy.  He has a typical Russian head with a short wedge, good whisker pads, large 
vertically set ears.  Slightly deep set light green eyes of almond shape.  Flat skull, good angle.  Nose 
has a slight bump.  Very good firm chin.  Long tapered tail with a few tabby rings.  A really lovely 
Russian expression. 
 
2nd CURTIS’ CH. DENILLANNE CORINTHIA (16a) F 14.8.04  Russian female, a little grumpy today.  
Good Russian expression.  Really short, broad wedge with good whisker pads.  Flat skull excellent 
angle.  Short nose with a slight slope.  Shallow but level chin.  Vertically set ears of fair size.  Slightly 
deep set eyes of quite good green.  Slightly long coat of mid blue which is fairly sound and has good 
density.   
 
3rd PEARCE’S CH. ADNIOSH MISHA (16a) M 19.3.09 
 
AC Abyssinian or Singapura Non Breeders Adult 
 
1ST FISKE’S KAZIZKATZ REKSIF HESALOOKA (23a) M 13.3.10  A young Sorrel Aby male, very 
slender at the moment.  Fair sized ears which are well set following the wedge.  Gentle head 
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contours.  Muzzle indentation.  Almond shaped eyes a little small.  Slight nose break.  Chin, lips and 
nostrils looking rather white and extending a little down the chest.  Chocolate tail tip.  Darker line of 
ticking along the spine.  Short amount of colour to hocks.  Very short, close lying coat of good 
texture.  Bright apricot undercoat and chocolate ticking. 
 
AV Foreign Junior Adult 
 
1ST EYE-BROOK’S CHATAYA IDAHO (76 30) M 5.5.10  A young Spotted Bengal boy of lovely type 
and temperament.  Super quality to his short, dense coat.  Dark brown rosetted spots.  Lovely broad 
wedge head, slight slope to nose.  Long tail, thick at the base.  Spots right down to his toes. 
 
2ND STAPLETON’S MELISANI AIMEE (23) F 6.3.10  Young Usual Aby girl a little light in weight, 
perhaps been calling and preferring to have been elsewhere.  Huge well set ears.   Short, close lying 
well ticked coat.  Good colour.  Long tapered tail.  Short black hocks and tail tip.  Clear of necklets.  
Chin, lips and nostrils cream although it extends a little down he chest.  Lovely expression. 
 
3RD MERCIER-SAUNDERS PANTHERA JEDI ATLAS (76 20) M 4.3.10 
 
Russian and Korat/That Breeders Kitten 
 
1ST CHERKAS’ JUSARKA PANICUM-PRAIRIESKY (34) F 26.7.10  A strong Korat female kitten of 7 
months.  Quite large amber eyes at the moment.  Large, high set ears.   Short nose, slight break and 
downward curve.  Very short close lying coat with tipping coming nicely.  Tapered tail of balanced 
length.  A really chatty person! 
 
AV Debutante Kitten 
 
1ST MACDONNELL’S PHILOKALIA RATTUS (84 20e) F 30.8.10    A Sphynx baby girl with huge bat-
like ears.  Slightly long wedge head.  Nose rises at the bridge. Lemon shaped eyes.  Strong muzzle.  
Slight amount of fur on back of ears and muzzle.  Fair chamois leather feel to her except tummy.  
Slender neck.  Very long fine tapered tail.    Handled well. 
 
AV Limit Kitten 
 
1ST HOBSON’KELLY’S NOBILERO RUAIDHRI SEAININ (84 31 dt) M 4.10.10  A very good sized 
Sphynx baby boy of 5 months.  He handled really well and was very sweet.  Large ears very wide at 
the base.  Slight nose stop.  Typical head shape with a broad muzzle and prominent cheekbones and 
distinctive whisker pads.  Lemon shaped greenish eyes.  Wrinkles on his head.  Body has that distinct 
chamois leather feel to it.  Long fine tail. 
 
2ND RUFFEL’S BLOOMERS BELCHAMPS BUMPKIN (27) M 24.6.10 It’s not often I get the 
opportunity to have a cuddle in the Burmese Section so it was great to get some in this class.  A 
lovely big Brown Burmese lad for 8 months good solid weight and firm feel.  Short, close lying coat, 
texture just a fraction harsh to the touch.  Short nose and slight nose break.  Medium sized, broad 
based ears with rounded tops and slight forward tilt.    Gold colour to eyes of good shape.  Lovely 
glossy sheen to his coat. 
 
3RD BARBER’S ZAWADI SPANGLES (76a30) F 30.7.10 
 
AV Foreign Neuter 
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1st AGGETT’S CH. MAGICAL ELF INSTARDUST (33a30as) MN 21.5.09  A big but elegant Devon 
boy with a good solid feel firm feel to his body.   Short broad wedge and strong muzzle.  Stop to 
short nose.  Good breadth to head.  Large, low set ears very wide at the base.   Long slender limbs.  
Slender neck.   Fully coated and softly waved of fair density.  Handles well. 
 
2nd RANSOM’S PR. TYPHAST ULYSSES (76 30) MN 27.9.08  An eye catching Spotted Bengal with 
wonderful rosetted spots.  A big strong lad.  Well set ears. Good head and slight curve to nose.  
Largish ears.  Long body   Long tapered tail.  Coat has a wonderful texture.  Dense black markings on 
a lighter ground colour.  Some glitter.   
 
X2ND WILLIAMS’ IGR PR SANTILLO JASMIN (78 30s) FN 3.7.07  A big muscular Egyptian Mau 
female with a super resilient coat texture. Moderately large ears.  Gentle head contours.  Slope to 
nose in profile.  Uniform nose lines.  Gooseberry green eye colour.  Red nose leather.  Fairly clear 
random spots. Medium length tapered tail.  Clear of tarnish. Has the worried look. 
 
3RD SIMMS KIMARLIM PATCHOULI (72 45bq) FN 27.5.10 
 
Russian and Korat/Thai Breeders Neuter 
 
1st Anderson’s Gr. Pr. Semilla Angelo (16a) MN24.5.08  A big Russian boy who was a little 
unhappy by the time I judged him.  Not aggressive just really would have preferred us to disappear!   
Large vertically set ears.  Excellent green eye colour.  Slightly long look to his wedge but head overall 
well balanced.  Good whisker pads.  Thick mid blue coat with a silvery sheen. 
 
Russian and Korat/Thai Non Breeders Neuter 
 
1st ANDERSON’S CH. GLASNOST MATROUSHKA (16a) FN 29.5.06  A big mature looking Russian 
female neuter with a lovely “old fashioned” Russian look to her.  Well set fairly large ears.  Really 
broad short wedge with good whisker pads as well.  Fair green eye colour.   A really thick plushy coat 
of fair texture.  Mid blue in colour.  Happier in her pen. 
 
2nd YOUNG’S GR. PR. SASHOVA SIYKATERENKA (16a) FN 13.8.04  Another nice Russian girl of 
good type.  Good short wedge.  Good whisker pads. Quite good eye colour.  Short coat although a 
little flat at the moment.  Long, tapered tail.  
 
AV Maiden Neuter 
 
1ST SPENCER-FLEET’S THICKTHORN DARCHIN (73k) MN 18.4.10  A substantial Cinnamon Ocicat 
boy.  Short glossy close lying coat.  Well defined thumb print shaped spots.  Modified wedge head 
with clear square look to muzzle.  Slight nose break.  Moderately large well set ears with long tufts.  
Broken necklets.  Tapered tail with rings.  Lovely eyes of deep hazel colour. 
 
2ND SIMMS KIMARLIM PATCHOULI (72 45bq) FN 27.5.10  Young Chocolate Ticked Asian girl of 
just 9 months.  Good Burmese expression.  Short nose with break.  Good eye shape and set – yellowy 
green in colour.   Good size and weight and lovely condition.  Very short, close lying coat of very 
good texture.  Chocolate tail tip.  Slight yellow toned broken necklet.  Handled well. 
 
3RD  SOLMAN’S ZAWADI CHUBOB (76 30) FN 17.11.09 
 
AV Limit Neuter 
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1ST SOLMAN’S ZAWADI SYDL (76 30) MN 29.9.09  A big lad, still needing to mature.  Lovely coat 
texture and good density.  Dark brown arrowhead spots – very distinct pattern and rich rufus colour 
to undercoat.  Long tapered tail.  Muzzle could be little broader.  Nose a little straight. 
 
2ND BELL’S HYLILLY OLIVIA OPAL (74n) FN 20.12.09  Caramel Tonkinese girl of good size.  Very 
short close lying coat which is silky and glossy.  Longer wedge.  Blue-green eye colour.  Well set large 
ears.  Points blend gently to body colour.  Colour to tail tip.  Longish nose with a slight break. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


